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From the President
Well, we sure do live in interesting times.  I hope all our members,
friends and families are healthy and coping with the Covid-19
restrictions.
I would like to start by welcoming our thirty-five (or so) new
members.  On behalf of the committee and our old hands, thanks
for your support and I hope you enjoy being a part of the Morse
Code Preservation Society here in VK/ZL. If you have not had time
to look at the resources then I encourage you to check these

links:
Facebook  we maintain a harmonious, positive, and collegiate environment on Social
Media. If you are a Facebook user, please join us here:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1765058520392148/

Fists Website www.fdu.org.au

On the web site you will find lots of interesting links and information:
 Practice sessions
 Practice recordings
 Awards
 Contests
 Sked pages
 Learning tools and other resource
 Useful links
 Google Group  Group.io  you can join from our web site

All these internet resources are useful, educational, and they are about
helping us learn, connect, and get the most out of our hobby.  But, FISTS is all about getting

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1765058520392148/
http://www.fdu.org.au/


on-air and practicing the Code. And it does not matter how you do it.  Get on-air during the
day on 40m and call CQ  there is a fair chance someone will respond.  Participate in a
contest, chase an award, chase DX or simply work on improving your sending and receiving
skills with routine QSOs.

Whilst we encourage hand sending and ear copy, preserving Morse Code includes all
methods of sending and receiving.  If you are starting out and use a computer to send and
are just starting to copy by ear that is great, but we encourage you to take the next step and
try out a straight key or a paddle.  There is no substitute for getting on-air and copying live
QSOs and this is where your skills will really develop.  The real masochists will try
mechanical bugs. So much of the Morse Code magic is in the reward of learning to send by
hand.

If, for whatever reason, you choose to stay with computers, share your experiences with
fellow members.  New Morse Code operators are just as likely to find their way into this
wonderful mode via computers as any other technique.

whether it is your first on-air QSO with a paddle or key, or a buddy to help you improve your
on-air etiquette, reach out via email, Facebook or the Sked page.
I would like to extend a huge thank-you to Michael VK2CCW who runs the FISTS Down
Under on-air training sessions.  Also, thanks to Doc VK5BUG who runs sessions on 160m.
These amateurs provide a valuable resource to assist others in learning and improving their
Morse code copying skills.  Thanks also to Arthur VK2ASB for hosting the CW net on
Tuesdays.
Whatever your passion, if you enjoy the Code you are welcome here at FISTS Down Under.
We hope you will find something you like and that you will aim to improve your skills; be it
increasing your speed, improving your conversational copy, working more DX, improving
your contest scores or simply getting on air and seeing what signals you can hear and copy.
2020 a big year for FISTS Down Under

Down Under is in a strong
financial position.  As I reported in the recent AGM notes, membership is now free for the
remainder of 2020.  We have decided to make a Grants Programme available and to date
we have approved three Grants.  The committee will review our cash position at the end of
the year and then decide which direction we will take in 2021.  In the meantime, membership
is free, and we are not accepting donations.
Amateur Radio Grants
Given there is a void in a national grants programme, your committee felt we were well
placed to make a small contribution to promote and improve Morse Code and its profile, as
well as assisting clubs in this mission.  To that end, we allocated $1,500 to encourage clubs
to expand the Reverse Beacon Network here in VK.  We are proud to be able to do this and
trust other clubs may consider similar national initiatives.
To date there have been two successful applications to deploy additional RBN nodes; one in
VK6 and one in VK3 and you can read more about these elsewhere in the newsletter.
There is a lot of money (at least $1M+) sitting in club bank accounts around the country.
What if even just 30% of this was allocated for the benefit of the hobby at large?  What if this
could be used to fund programmes for promotion, education, marketing, sponsoring projects
to assist gr
160 metres
Have you tried 160m?  Colloquially known as Top band it is a fascinating part of our
spectrum and offers some fresh challenges. I participated in the recent Trans-Tasman Low
Bands contest.  I kept my operations to 160 and 80m and QRP  5W and, of course, Morse
Code.  Over the course of the six-hour event I made 23 contacts on 160 and 24 on 80m.
When conditions are right it is a fun band and offers a new set of challenges.



What could you do with a loaded vertical or an Inverted L and 100W and a receiving loop
antenna?  If you have not tried 160m, consider giving it a go.
Doc VK5BUG runs Morse Code training sessions each Monday and Wednesday at 0930-
UTC on 1.818MHz.  Have a listen and see if you can hear his signals.  Doc (and many
others) have also had great success operating 160m (and 630m) from a suburban block.  He
has written three books on the subject and hopefully we will have some notes on how he
does this in a future edition of our newsletter.
Now to the broader world of AR in Australia and there are a couple items worthy of mention.
New Amateur Radio Magazine
If you have not already heard, there is a new magazine for Amateur Radio in Australia.
Check it out.
QTC e-Magazine
www.qtcmag.com
or you can download a PDF version from
https://vkradioamateurs.org/qtc-e-magazine/

ACMA Announcements
Our Foundation Licencees now have the option to apply for a three-letter callsign. Whilst the
primary motivation for this change was to address changes to the LCD from 2019, mainly
related to digital modes, many members will find the shorter callsign to be convenient.  Also,

er F-Call).  If you move
interstate there is no longer a requirement to change your callsign. And, should you upgrade,
you can keep your callsign (with the exception of Foundation Licencees who must obtain a
thee-letter call is they upgrade).
And in other exciting news for contesters, ACMA and AMC have announced 2*1 Contest
Callsigns (e.g. VK1A).  These will be especially popular with CW contest operators.  ACMA
have also released two additional prefixes; VJ and VL, both available for contest callsigns
only.  (e.g. VJ2D, VL8L)

websites. The Radio Amateur Society of Australia also have some well referenced news
items on their web-site.

On a personal note, I recently bought a VizKey 90 degree mechanical bug.  If you hear a
slightly erratic Morse code signal on-air it will probably be me as I fumble my way around this
very impressive piece of engineering.  Here are a couple of pictures of my operating desk;
and the Bug.  Left to right: VizKey Bug, Schurr Paddle, VK2DLF key, Begali Blade.
The rig is a TS590.

Send us photos of you and your favourite key/paddle/bug and we will publish them on our
web site.

http://www.qtcmag.com/
https://vkradioamateurs.org/qtc-e-magazine/


Finally, I would like to thank my fellow committee members and the volunteers who keep
FISTS Down Under ticking over.  They put in a considerable amount of work maintaining our
web site, Facebook page, membership list, writing this newsletter, planning awards, on-air
events, practice sessions and generally exchanging ideas about how we can promote and
preserve Morse Code.
If you have any ideas or feedback about FISTS Down Under, or would like to help, please
drop me an email.  In the meantime, get on-
and send us your stories for the next newsletter.

73, es cu on air,
Chris VK3QB
FISTS #9085
President & Treasurer
vk3qb@hotmail.com
0429 187 593

The upcoming FWW will start on:

September 12
October 10
November 14
December 12

mailto:vk3qb@hotmail.com










Is my Morse code sending as good as I think it is?















 Oscilloscope & signal generator
 Logic analyser
 Spectrum Analyzer
 LCR meter
 Bode analyser
 SCPI controller





















https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-_LyhdGapM&pbjreload=101

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-_LyhdGapM&pbjreload=101







